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An Energy-Efficient, Adiabatic Electrode Stimulator
With Inductive Energy Recycling and Feedback
Current Regulation
Scott K. Arfin, Member, IEEE, and Rahul Sarpeshkar, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—In this paper, we present a novel energy-efficient electrode stimulator. Our stimulator uses inductive storage and recycling of energy in a dynamic power supply. This supply drives
an electrode in an adiabatic fashion such that energy consumption is minimized. It also utilizes a shunt current-sensor to monitor and regulate the current through the electrode via feedback,
thus enabling flexible and safe stimulation. Since there are no explicit current sources or current limiters, wasteful energy dissipation across such elements is naturally avoided. The dynamic power
supply allows efficient transfer of energy both to and from the electrode and is based on a DC-DC converter topology that we use in
a bidirectional fashion in forward-buck or reverse-boost modes. In
an exemplary electrode implementation intended for neural stimulation, we show how the stimulator combines the efficiency of
voltage control and the safety and accuracy of current control in
a single low-power integrated-circuit built in a standard 35 m
CMOS process. This stimulator achieves a 2x–3x reduction in energy consumption as compared to a conventional current-sourcebased stimulator operating from a fixed power supply. We perform a theoretical analysis of the energy efficiency that is in accord
with experimental measurements. This theoretical analysis reveals
that further improvements in energy efficiency may be achievable
with better implementations in the future. Our electrode stimulator could be widely useful for neural, cardiac, retinal, cochlear,
muscular and other biomedical implants where low power operation is important.
Index Terms—Charge recycling current source, dynamic power
supply, electrode, energy recycling, implants, low power, neural
stimulator.

I. INTRODUCTION
LECTRICAL stimulation of tissues is an increasingly
valuable tool for treating a variety of disorders. For
example, the applications of implantable electrical stimulators include cochlear implants for profound hearing loss,
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visual prostheses for blindness, spinal cord stimulators for
severe chronic pain, muscle stimulators for paralysis, cardiac
pacemakers, and deep brain stimulators [1]–[6]. Deep brain
stimulation is presently being used to treat a growing number of
neurological disorders, such as essential tremor and Parkinson’s
disease, and has also shown potential benefit for a variety of
other disorders such as Tourette syndrome, pain, depression,
and obsessive compulsive disorder [7]–[9]. Brain implants
for paralysis treatments are increasingly providing sensory
feedback via neural stimulation [10]. The electronic hardware
for several such applications is discussed in [6].
Implantable electrical stimulators must avoid wires through
the skin due to risk of infection. As such, these stimulators are
often powered by an implanted battery or by an implanted RF
coil receiving energy wirelessly. Thus, the energy efficiency of
the stimulator is critically important in determining the size of
the battery or coil, and improvements in stimulator energy efficiency lead directly to reductions in battery or coil size, increases in battery lifetime, and reductions in tissue heating [6].
Patient safety and comfort are increased, and medical costs are
reduced if the size of the implant can be decreased [6]. Therefore, there is a strong push to improve the energy efficiency
of implantable electrical stimulators, which often consume the
lion’s share of power in a prosthesis.
Current-source-based stimulators are favored because of their
safety [11], established methods of charge balancing [12]–[14],
and overall facility of implementation [15]–[22]. However, they
are generally inefficient, consuming, as we show later, up to 10x
the energy necessary to achieve stimulation of tissue. Voltagebased stimulators are sometimes used as an alternative to current
stimulators because of their inherently higher energy efficiency
[23]. However, they suffer from poor charge and current control
and are especially sensitive to changes in electrode impedance.
Adiabatic electrode stimulators are those in which the voltage
across the electrode is always maintained to be just as high as it
needs to be to maintain constant current through the electrode
but no higher, thus minimizing heat dissipation in the electrode
resistance. General principles for energy-efficient adiabatic operation in circuits are described in Chapter 21 of [6]. In [24],
the authors described a novel system for efficient neural stimulation through the use of a bank of capacitors precharged to
specific voltages. The capacitors were connected directly to the
electrode in sequence as a means of keeping the difference between the applied electrode voltage and internal electrode capacitor voltage small, thus enabling adiabatic improvements in
energy efficiency [6]. However, currents were neither constant
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nor controlled. In [25], the authors demonstrated a prototype
system with off-the-shelf discrete electronic parts, which was
also based on a switched-capacitor bank, but that added current
limiters in series with the electrode to keep its current relatively
constant. Since capacitor banks only allow for coarse discrete
adiabatic operation, both implementations are inherently not as
energy efficient as continuous voltage-based implementations.
The use of explicit current limiters in the latter implementation
degrades energy efficiency. Thus, we were motivated to seek alternative solutions.
In this work, we use a dynamic power supply based on inductive energy storage for adiabatically driving the electrode
with a continuum of possible voltages instead of just the discrete steps offered by a capacitor bank. Further, the electrode
current is sensed and kept at the desired level through feedback
adjustment of the dynamic power supply output voltage, even
as the electrode voltage is changing. In other words, as the electrode voltage changes from the charging current, the feedback
loop adapts and continuously servos the dynamic power supply
output voltage to maintain the appropriate current level without
dissipative current sources or limiters. This permits our adiabatic stimulator to maintain efficient, precise voltage control
over an electrode while also maintaining precise current control. Thus, our dynamic power supply automatically adapts to,
or tracks the internal electrode voltage. Because our feedback
scheme is based on current sensing, the feedback loop’s tracking
is independent of the electrode impedance.
The organization of this paper is as follows: In Section II,
we describe how stimulation with an adiabatic dynamic power
supply improves energy efficiency and also describe the general
architecture used in this work. In Section III, we describe the operation of the circuits in this stimulator in detail. In Section IV,
we analyze the stimulator’s theoretical performance. In Sections V and VI, we provide experimental measurements with serieselectrodes and with actual wire electrodes in saline respectively, and compare theory with experiment. In Section VII,
we conclude by summarizing our contributions.
II. STIMULATION WITH A DYNAMIC POWER SUPPLY
A. Energy Loss in Current-Source-Based Stimulators
Current-source-based stimulation, though desirable for
its precise, safe control, is relatively inefficient. Two current-source stimulator configurations are shown in Fig. 1.
Here we have modeled the electrode approximately as a series
and capacitor
based on the well
combination of resistor
is the
known model due to Randles [26]. The parameter
is the double-layer capacitance.
solution resistance, and
From the perspective of stimulator output voltage compliance
and efficiency, ideal electrodes have no resistance and unlimited charge capacitance, enabling effective operation at lower
voltages and therefore lower power. In Fig. 1(a), a switch
allows the electrode to be either connected to the positive
via the current source
, the negative
power supply
via
, or connected to ground to short
power supply
out any accumulated charge. Both current sources restrict the
flow of current, dissipating a large amount of energy due to the
voltage difference between the power supply and the electrode

Fig. 1. (a) Simplified stimulator based upon controlled current sources with
dual power supplies. (b) Simplified stimulator based upon controlled current
.
sources with a single power supply plus a midrail power supply V

Fig. 2. A cathodic-first biphasic pulse of current. During the cathodic phase, a
current source connects the electrode to V . The shaded region indicates the
excessive voltage being dropped across the current source. During the anodic
phase, the electrode is connected to V
via a current source. Again, the shaded
region shows excessive voltage being dropped across the current source. In both
cases, energy is lost in the current sources. Additional energy stored in C (not
shown), which is recoverable, is also lost.

appearing across the current sources. Fig. 1(b) shows the same
circuit, but all voltages have been shifted such that the electrode
or ground via a current
can now be connected to either
source, while the electrode baseline potential is set midway by
. To keep the circuits of Fig. 1(a) and (b)
a second supply,
of (b) is set equal to
of
on equal footing,
halfway between
of (b) and ground.
(a), with
Fig. 2 shows graphically how current sources can waste enis initially uncharged and
ergy. For example, suppose that
is switched
the electrode is floating. Now suppose that
. Initially, since there is no
on, connecting the electrode to
charge on
, most of the energy taken from the power supply
. As the stored energy in
increases and
is wasted in
increases, the voltage drop
the voltage magnitude across
decreases.
and hence instantaneous energy dissipated in
During the discharge cycle, the electrode is connected to
via
. Once again, energy is dissipated in
as shown
in Fig. 2. It should be noted that Fig. 2 does not depict the enwhich is also partly dissipated in . In prinergy stored in
ciple, this energy stored in
is recoverable, and our stimu-
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Fig. 3. The critical parts of a voltage-based stimulator. Both the electrode current and voltage are actively monitored to provide simultaneous current and
voltage control.

lator design will in fact attempt to recover a large fraction of
it. Additionally, to dissipate the least possible energy in a curand
rent-source-based design, one would need to set the
rails as low as possible given the expected excursions of the
electrode voltage. Often, supply rails are designed much higher
than necessary to allow for worst-case scenarios. Such design
leads to even greater energy dissipation.

B. Dynamic Electrode Power Supply
It can be shown relatively easily that for any given chargetransfer requirement within a given time interval, a constant current spanning the whole interval will minimize the losses in the
[6]. Current-source-based stimulators
solution resistance
achieve this condition naturally simply by always applying constant currents. However, although the dissipation in the solution
resistance is minimized, the current sources themselves dissipate power. The currents produced by adiabatic switched-capacitor-based stimulators tend to be exponential in nature rather
than constant [24]; as the electrode is connected sequentially
from one pre-charged capacitor to the next, step changes in electrode voltage lead to an exponential decay in current due to
circuit created by the electrode’s impedance.
the first-order
Since each step requires a separate capacitor, switched-capacitor-based stimulators are usually limited to few, coarse steps.
An adiabatic voltage-based stimulator that also provides a constant, controlled current leads to the highest possible energy efficiency.
Fig. 3 shows a block diagram that illustrates the key parts
of an adiabatic voltage-based stimulator with current control.
The dynamic power supply is implemented as a high-efficiency
at a potenDC-DC converter that is controlled to maintain
and that is consistent with a desired
tial that is near that on
constant electrode stimulation current. The current sensing is
done with a shunt topology rather than with a series topology,
as we explain later. In our implementation, only a single power
is used. With the use of a midrail voltage source,
supply,
, at the return side of the electrode instead of ground, we
avoid extreme conversion ratios or the need for a second converter to provide negative voltages. The only sources of dissipation are the solution resistance intrinsic to the electrodes
themselves, and the imperfect efficiency of the dynamic power
supply.

Fig. 4. Architecture of the Adiabatic Electrode Stimulator.

C. Dynamic Power Supply Requirements
Electrode stimuli are often in the neighborhood of hundreds
of microseconds in duration and hundreds of microamperes
in current magnitude [27], [28]. Thus, an electrode voltage,
starting at rest, will develop anywhere from several hundred
millivolts to several volts and back to rest in a brief span of time.
In conventional power converter applications, load currents
may vary over time, but load voltages are typically fixed or
vary only slowly. Thus, a conventional power converter does
not usually need a very fast response time or a very wide output
voltage range. The design of the converter’s load filter and
choice of switching frequency dictate a compromise between
settling time due to changes in either load or the output voltage,
and peak-to-peak ripple of the output voltage. In a stimulation
application, voltage ripple is not a serious concern. However,
fast settling time to adapt to the quickly changing electrode
voltage is required. This requirement is particularly true during
transitions from positive to negative electrode current and vice
voltage
versa where nearly instantaneous changes in the
drop across an electrode’s solution resistance are required.
A converter which cannot change its output voltage quickly
cannot quickly effect changes in electrode current.
Biphasic pulses, required to create charge-balanced waveforms for safe stimulation, require that this power converter
be able to both source and sink current. This is a particularly
unusual requirement as power converters typically deliver current to a load rather than draw current from a load. However, a
single converter able to run in two directions allows us to operate the stimulator from a single power supply, and perform
energy recovery during the second, charge balancing phase of
stimulation: just as a hybrid car can recover energy when its
rate-of-change of velocity changes sign (during braking), we
can recover energy when our current direction reverses.
D. General Stimulator Architecture
The general architecture of the stimulator is shown in Fig. 4.
There are two nested feedback loops for controlling the dynamic
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power supply. The inner feedback loop is a fast voltage control loop for the dynamic power supply, a loop which is necessary in any ordinary DC-DC converter. It works by measuring
and comparing it to a reference voltage set digitally by
the slow outer current control loop. Inside the voltage control
. The
loop is a DAC-subtractor which periodically samples
set voltage input operates a set of switches inside the DAC-subtractor, which redistribute the charge that was acquired when
was sampled, effectively subtracting
from the set
voltage. This block is shown as the Cap. DAC-Subtractor in
Fig. 4. When the output of the subtractor is fed to a comparator
as shown, this procedure provides a readout of whether
was greater than or less than the set voltage.
Unlike conventional DC-DC converters, the dynamic power
supply can operate in both forward and reverse modes, delivering current to or from the electrode. We term these complementary modes forward-buck and reverse-boost respectively.
is below the set point, a
In the forward-buck mode, if
pulse generator supplies a pair of control pulses to run the dyto rise. In
namic power supply for one cycle, causing
the reverse-boost mode, these operations are reversed. If
is too high for the set voltage, the pulse generator supplies a
pair of control pulses in the opposite order to let the dynamic
, thereby returning energy to the power
power supply lower
supply.
The slow outer loop measures the current in the electrode
via a special shunt sensing technique and operates in a symmetric manner for the forward-buck and reverse-boost modes.
The output of the current-sensor is a voltage proportional to
the electrode current. The desired “set” current is controlled by
. If the measured current magnitude is
the voltage input
too small, a digital counter increments the set voltage magni. If the meatude by a fixed number of LSB’s denoted
sured current magnitude is too large, the counter decrements
the set voltage magnitude by a separate fixed number of LSB’s
. The state of this counter is used to control
denoted
the DAC-subtractor inside the fast voltage control loop. In both
modes, current flow is limited, and set by the electrode’s own
internal resistance and the output voltage of the dynamic power
supply. To assure stability, the slow outer loop allows for the
inner voltage loop to settle before it makes any adjustments to
the set voltage.
III. CIRCUIT OPERATION
A. Dynamic Power Supply
The source topology for our dynamic power supply is shown
in Fig. 5 and is based on a buck converter topology. In normal
and energy is transferred
buck converter operation,
from
to
. This voltage downconversion is achieved by
to flux up the inductor, and then turning
first turning on
to release the stored energy in the inductor to the load.
on
Such operation corresponds to our forward-buck mode. For simand in parplicity, the electrode load normally connected to
has been omitted.
allel with
In our reverse-boost mode, the switch order is commutated
to reverse the flow of energy from the output at a lower voltage
to the input at a higher voltage. In this reverse-boost mode,

Fig. 5. Basic forward-buck/reverse-boost converter.

is turned on first, negatively fluxing up the inductor by with. Then,
is turned on, which redrawing energy from
leases the energy stored in the inductor into
. Because energy recycling is never 100% efficient in practice, and because
,
is perithere is dissipation in the electrode resistance
by closing
to replenish
odically “topped-off” by
charge loss in
over a cycle.
and
(Fig. 4)
In the forward-buck mode, the signals
and
(Fig. 5) respectively. In the reverse-boost
operate
and
operate
and
respectively. This mapmode,
ping of
and
to
and
in Fig. 4 is controlled by the
FWD/REV selector, an external input to the system which determines the direction of stimulation.
In our design, a fixed switching frequency of 250 kHz was
chosen as a compromise between speed and power consumption, as higher switching frequencies consume greater power in
their control circuitry. For instance, a neural stimulation pulse
at 1 ms/phase would allow for 250 individual switching cycles/phase. Our sampling choice provides enough resolution to
produce a reasonably accurate pulse shape. The components
and
may be adjusted to meet the power and speed requirements of any individual application.
Since the dynamic power supply must be able to power a variety of loads, ranging from very light to moderate, the discontinuous conduction mode (DCM) and a pulse frequency modulated (PFM) control strategy were chosen [29]. Under PFM,
and
the voltage control loop creates pulses on the signals
only as necessary, as determined by feedback monitoring of
. Thus, there will be a maximum possible load current
that our dynamic power supply can support, corresponding to a
pulsing cycle occurring at every switching interval . At lighter
loads, the power supply will pulse in any given switching interval with probability of activity , resulting in an average
apparent switching of interval of
. The absoand
therefore do not change with load.
lute duration of
and
pulse will change
However, the frequency at which
with load.
and
to represent the fractions of the nomLet us allow
inal switching period for which each of the control signals
and
and corresponding switches
and
are enabled.
and
represent a fractional duty cycle,
Put another way,
while
and
are actual control signals, given by
and
. Thus, any time the power supply pulses in the
is
forward-buck mode, the energy taken from

(1)
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However, because the power supply may not be required to pulse
at the maximum possible frequency, this energy will be con. The energy consumed by the load over the interval
sumed by the load is
(2)
and
, we obtain the following relationship
Equating
for our dynamic power supply operating in DCM
(3)
where
is the average current into the electrode,
and
are the input and output voltages respectively,
is the
available switching interval, is the inductance of the inductor,
is the probability that the dynamic power supply actuand
ally pulses during any given switching interval. The parameters
, ,
, and are user-settable constants by design. We
in a given switching cycle
also assume that the change in
can be considered constant throughout
is small such that
the cycle.
and
, consider the dynamic power supply
In designing
closes
, placing a
in forward-buck mode. The signal
across the inductor, leading to a steady
voltage
buildup of current in the inductor. Then,
is opened and
is closed according to , placing
across the inductor.
In order to prevent an unlimited buildup of flux in the inductor,
the average voltage across the inductor must be zero. This
and
shown
condition leads to the relationship between
in (4)
(4)
One simple strategy for satisfying (4) is to select
to be
variable according to
. However, if
constant and
were fixed in duration, a single pulse would cause a large inif
were very low, but only a small increase
crease in
in
if
were already large. This is acceptable if we have
a large filtering capacitor, but not for a stimulator which needs
to be able to adjust the output voltage quickly and uniformly
and
over a wide range. We would like to find a scheme for
that causes the same change in
per pulse, independent
. If we substitute (3) for
in (4),
of the present value of
and
is a constant
we find that, remarkably, the product of
independent of
(5)
Thus, as the desired
changes, we must adjust the ratio
of
and
in a feedforward manner to satisfy (4) while siand
constant to satmultaneously keeping the product of
isfy (5). If both conditions are satisfied, whenever the converter
pulses, the charge packet delivered per pulse and change in
immediately following the pulse are invariant with
. This
property guarantees predictable operation of the dynamic power
. It should be noted that
supply, regardless of the value of
all these calculations are made assuming forward-buck operation, and apply equally to reverse-boost mode, as the topology

Fig. 6. Dynamic power supply with electrode load and midrail reference.

and circuitry are identical but with the direction of current flow
reversed.
B. The Midrail Reference
Fig. 6 shows the dynamic power supply with a model electrode as the load. Although a second electrode is required to
complete the circuit, the model of this return electrode has been
omitted by combining its model with the stimulating electrode
into a single electrode model. Thus, the remote end of the electrode model corresponds to the bulk tissue whose potential has
been set to
by the midrail voltage reference, halfway beand ground. By maintaining the bulk tissue at an
tween
intermediate voltage, a single dynamic power supply can drive
.
the stimulating electrode both above and below
Because all stimuli are designed to be charge neutral on average, it is not necessary for the midrail reference to supply any
DC current. Hence, the midrail’s role as an actual power supply
using the
is very limited. For that reason, we can create
and a large-valued
filter netvoltage reference
and
, as shown in Fig. 6. Without
work consisting of
this filter, all the instantaneous electrode current would both
, requiring
to be a genuine
enter and leave
can be a high
DC supply. With the filter in place,
can be explicit or
impedance voltage reference. Thus,
. During stimulaimplied in the output impedance of
tion,
will absorb all the charge fluctuations but keep
stable. This stability eases the design requirements on
,
which only needs to be strong enough to initially charge up
. The resistance
also enhances safety by limiting any
faulty DC current that may attempt to return to ground through
.
C. Switch Timing Generation
Generation of the switch timing signals
and
is accomplished through a delay line comprising 20 unit elements as
shown in Fig. 7. A multiplexer is used to select two outputs
(the
from the delay line based on the current set value of
“set voltage” in Fig. 4) by dividing the set voltage into 7 possible ranges. The input sel is derived directly from present value
and , are
of the set voltage. These two outputs, denoted
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Fig. 9. The charge redistribution DAC-subtractor with comparator.

Fig. 7. Circuit for generating the control pulses S and S .

Fig. 10. Schematic of the comparator circuit.
Fig. 8. The individual voltage waveforms that generate the pulses S and S .
The combined duration of S and S must not exceed T=4 = 1 s.

TABLE I
TIMING SELECTOR

Fig. 11. Phases of the comparator. T = 4 s.

used to generate the signals
and . An example is given
in Fig. 8. Table I shows the 7 possible timing configurations
that are available in this design (two of the 8 configurations are
identical). One of these 7 configurations is chosen automatically
via a lookup table using a digital representation of the dynamic
power supply set voltage, as shown in Fig. 4. The tap positions
were chosen such that the product of the number of delay units
and
is constant across all settings (36 in Table I).
for
and
can vary from 2 to 18 units
The individual pulses
in length. The length of an individual unit was 50 ns such that
and
could not exceed
in
the combined duration of
. In Fig. 8, the signal input is
shown
the worst case, or
in Fig. 11. Thus, because of the pulse-frequency modulation
and
pulses are only generated as needed, but
scheme, the
is synchronized to
.
when they are generated
D. Charge Redistribution DAC-Subtractor and Comparator
Our stimulator uses a charge redistribution DAC (Fig. 9) and
,
comparator (Fig. 10) to measure the the electrode voltage

and compare it to a reference voltage set by the bits
.
against an 8b digThis scheme has the effect of measuring
ital reference voltage, and reporting which quantity is greater.
The DAC-subtractor and comparator combination operate on
,
is sampled onto the capacmultiple phases. During
, charge is redistributed within the caitor array. During
. The phases
and
are
pacitor array based on
is equal to
non-overlapping. The additional phase
with a negligible delay.
We will now analyze how the DAC-subtractor works. For
convenience and simplicity, and because it will not affect our results, we will work in charge units, denoted by , where all unit
capacitors are assumed to have a value equal to 1 F. During the
and
close,
sample phase, the switches controlled by
connecting the top plate of every capacitor to
and every
bottom plate except that of the rightmost capacitor (the MSB
. The MSB capacitor is instead connected to
capacitor) to
ground. Since the weight of the MSB capacitor, 128, is equal to
the weights of all the other capacitors combined, this strategy
has the effect of sampling half of the electrode voltage onto the
capacitor array. Hence the electrode voltage may be rail-to-rail
) while the internal reference voltages of the
(ground to
DAC-subtractor and comparator can be at
.
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Thus, the normalized charge sampled on to the capacitor array
is given by (7)

(6)
(7)
, the top plate switch opens, permanently
At the end of
locking in the charge on the capacitor array. A moment later, all
,
the bottom plate sampling switches open, controlled by
a negligibly delayed version of
. Now, during the redistri, each capacitor’s bottom plate will be conbution phase,
or
, depending on the DAC-subnected to either
tractor code represented by the individual bits . This scheme
is shown in Fig. 9 as a pair of switches per capacitor, each conand the state of , where is the
bit. The
trolled by
code must be an integer between 0 and 255 inclusive.
, the output voltage of the DAC-subFor the moment,
tractor, remains unknown. The charge stored by all capacitors
was high is therefore
whose bit

The charge stored by all capacitors whose bit
was low,
including the leftmost capacitor, which is always connected to
during the redistribution phase, is

These equations lead to a total charge stored on the entire
array, following redistribution:

7

,
The operation of the comparator is as follows: During
the preamplifier is placed in unity gain. The input to the pream, equal to
. Thus, because of the unity
plifier is
gain configuration, the output of the preamplifier is also
to good approximation, limited primarily by the amplifier’s
finite DC gain. The overall topology results in the preamplifier
. Halfway
being auto-zeroed, with any offset stored on
through
, the comparator enters
, which connects
the output of the preamplifier to the output of the latch which
is, for the moment, in a high-impedance or “high-Z” state
and
are in an inactivating state for
because
and
. The complementary output of the latch, also high-Z,
.1 In principle, the output of the preamis held simply at
plifier does not move at all during this transition because the
preamplifier input has not changed and the offset value is still
. Halfway through
,
ends and
held on
begins. Simultaneously, the DAC-subtractor, which began with
, transitions to the
the sampling phase in synchrony with
redistribution phase. The DAC-subtractor output, which is
now valid, is connected to the input of the preamplifier. Any
and
is amplified. Halfway through
difference between
,
ends, locking the preamplified value in on
the latch’s own parasitic capacitance. Simultaneously,
begins, which causes the latch to regenerate. During
,
is high whenever
and low when
the output
. At other times,
is low due to the action of
.
It should be noted that the DAC-subtractor is synchronized
, with
corresponding to the sampling phase, and
to
corresponding to the redistribution phase (this synchrony is approximate as the actual DAC-subtractor clock signals are designed to be non-overlapping).
E. Current-Sensor Circuit

(8)
Since charge is conserved between the sampling and redistribution phases, we can equate (7) and (8) to solve for
after redistribution
(9)
which simplifies to
(10)
Thus, we see that
is equal to
only if
. The voltage
is directly connected to
, is also
a clocked comparator, the output of which,
shown in Fig. 9. The circuit for the comparator is given in Fig.
10.
The comparator works based on a series of four overlapping
phases, shown in Fig. 11. The comparator is a conventional
, and
clocked design, consisting of a preamplifier
.
a latch

To regulate the flow of current to and from the electrode, a
circuit for sensing the current in the electrode is required. One
possible design is to use a small series resistor to convert current into voltage. This method has two primary disadvantages:
The use of a series sense resistor reduces valuable voltage headroom, and also consumes power. The larger the sense resistor,
the worse each of these two problems become. However, a small
sense resistor produces only small voltages, for instance, 1–10
resistor carrying 100–
of current. To
mV for a
be useful, these voltages would need to be amplified by an AC
coupled or offset-compensated amplifier to avoid large output
offsets drowning the small sense signal.
Our alternative design measures changes in the capacitor
over a fixed time caused by the electrode current
voltage
. To ensure that the voltage
discharging the capacitor
change is solely caused by the electrode current, the transistors
and
are configured to be off during this measurement
phase such that all the current to the electrode is supplied from
. If
, which is often the case, and
,
where is the dynamic power supply switching period, charge
1If the preamplifier were fully differential, the complementary output of the
latch would receive the corresponding complementary output of the differential
preamplifier. Making the preamplifier output single-ended simplifies the comparator design.
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Fig. 12. The capacitor-based current-sensor circuit with comparator shown at
output.

Fig. 13. The phases of the current-sensor. The current-sensor measures the current on every fifth cycle of the dynamic power supply. T
 .T
.

2 s

=4 s

=

will leak off of
at an essentially constant rate, resulting in
. If we measure the change
a linear droop in the voltage on
in the electrode voltage
during a sense interval
,
the electrode current is approximately given by

(11)
Symmetric measurements occur during charging or discharging
of
depending on the sign of the electrode current.
The current-sensor circuit shown in Fig. 12 helps us measure
. The circuit draws essentially no power from the electrode, and since it is in a shunt configuration with the electrode
rather than in series with it, the electrode’s voltage headroom
is unaffected. The current-sensor circuit operates as a hybrid of
a conventional capacitive-feedback amplifier and a track-andhold circuit. The circuit has three primary phases of operation
controlled by the states of two switches, themselves controlled
by the signals and . These phases are indicated in Fig. 13.
The operation of the current-sensor circuit is as follows:
and
are high, both switches in Fig. 12 are
When both
closed, corresponding to the reset phase. The amplifier runs
in unity gain, highpass filtering the input. The DC level of
settles to
. During this time, and only during this
time,
and
of Fig. 5 may be active (the controller may
and
altogether if the electrode voltage
choose to rest
does not need a correction). The duration of this period is
. Next, the switch controlled by
opens, placing
the amplifier into a gain configuration whereby any changes
are inverted and amplified by the gain determined by
in
. Finally, after the interval
capacitor ratio, i.e., by a gain of
elapses
, the switch controlled by
opens as

is held by the amplifier
well. With the input disconnected,
is compared to the reference voltage
. Thus,
while
and
indicates whether the
the relationship between
measured current was above or below the set value. So far,
we have assumed operation in the forward-buck mode. In the
has the opposite sign compared
reverse-boost mode,
rises linearly rather
to the forward-buck mode because
than falling. Therefore, in the forward-buck mode,
must
. In the reverse-boost mode,
must be
be greater than
. In both cases,
encodes a desired
less than
is
current magnitude in the slow current loop. The signal
used to decide whether the set voltage for the dynamic power
supply should be raised or lowered, as discussed in Section II.
This signal is automatically inverted in the reverse-boost mode
such that the sign of the Up/Down error correction in the
feedback loop shown in Fig. 4 is automatically correct.
As can be inferred from the timing diagram (Fig. 13), the
current-sensor circuit only detects and makes a decision once
in every five power conversion cycles of the dynamic power
behaves as a master clock in this sense,
supply. The signal
specifying the beginning of each conversion cycle, coordinating
the DAC-subtractor and comparator combination, and synchronizing the current-sensor circuit. This strategy allows ample settling time for the dynamic power supply to reach its new set
.
point and helps ensure stability of
IV. THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE
A. Figure of Merit
An important figure of merit for stimulators, which can be
calculated in all circumstances even if the properties of the
electrode are unknown, is the ratio of the energy consumed
by the stimulator to the energy that a constant current-source
stimulator would have used. This ratio is defined to be the
Energy Factor relative to a constant Current Source stimulator
. The minimum possible
is electrode dependent.
less than 1 indicates a performance improvement
An
with respect to a current source stimulator while an
greater than 1 indicates that a constant current source would be
more energy efficient.
B. Energy Storage in the Midrail Reference
During stimulation, because the electrode’s return is at
and not at ground, there will be energy stored in
during
stimulation. It makes no difference whether the midrail reference is generated as shown in Fig. 6 or if an explicit voltage
is assumed
source is used instead. Either way, the voltage
to be constant throughout the duration of a stimulation. This asis large enough and as
sumption is a good one as long as
long as current stimuli are charge-balanced.
From Fig. 6, it is apparent that the electrode’s resistance
and capacitance
is in series with
, as shown in Fig. 14.
Thus, when the electrode is charged with a constant current
for duration
, the energy stored in the electrode ca. The energy stored in the midrail
pacitance is
is approximately
,
capacitor
is large enough to behave as
where we have assumed that
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phases. If is the DC-DC conversion efficiency of our dynamic
, an energy
would
power supply, to supply
, and an amount
would be rebe taken from
turned. Compared to the energy consumed in a constant cur, we then obtain that
rent-source design,

(14)
Fig. 14. In the simplified electrode model, C
C .

appears in series with R and

a power supply for small signals. Therefore, the total energy
is
stored in both the electrode and in

(12)
Referring to (12), it can be seen that if
is
as is
typical, then ratio of the energy stored in
to the energy
is
. This ratio is largely independent of
stored in
so long as
. In the case that a DC source
instead of the filter network consisting
is used to provide
of
and
per Fig. 6, the DC source has an equivalent
approaching infinity. Thus, during a typical stimvalue of
may be several times
ulation, the peak energy stored in
. In principle, the only fundamental energy rethat stored in
quired to be transferred during stimulation is that which will be
, plus any energy dissipated in . The use of the
stored in
enables full bidirectional opermidrail voltage stored on
ation of the stimulator from a single supply. However, it also
results in additional energy transfer and storage in the midrail.
A dynamic power supply with perfect efficiency suffers no consequences from shuttling energy back and forth between the
electrode and power source. However, transferring extra energy
, although it can be recovered during the
to be stored in
second, charge-balancing phase of the stimulation, is dissipative
because of dynamic power supply losses (no inductors, capacitors, or switches are perfectly lossless).
C. Comparison to a Conventional Current-Source-Based
Stimulator
A current-source-based stimulator always consumes the same
,
amount of energy, given by
regardless of the electrode impedance. Note that in Fig. 1(b),
during a
the current-source stimulation stores energy in
is on, but dissipates that stored encharging phase when
ergy during a discharging phase when
is on. The net energy dissipation over both phases is given by

Thus, our stimulator performs at the same level as a constant
. Efficiencurrent-source stimulator when
cies of at least 75% in DC-DC conversion are routinely achievof at least .29, or
able, giving our stimulator an expected
a 3.5x improvement over the constant current-source stimulator
for ideal electrodes. If the dynamic power supply efficiency increases to 90%, improvements of nearly 10x are possible with
electrodes possessing no resistance.
In reality, electrode resistance contributes electrode-dependent loss. The electrode capacitance also contributes loss because the capacitor must be charged and then discharged (or discharged and then charged) by a non-ideal dynamic power supply
with less than 100% efficiency. The shuttling of electrode capacitive energy is subject to the imperfect efficiency of the dynamic
.
power supply, just as is the energy stored in the midrail,
for an electrode with resistance
and
To calculate
, we must know approximately what the voltage
capacitance
drop, , across the electrode resistance will be during the stimulation, and what the peak voltage attained across the electrode
, will be. It is useful to express both voltages as
capacitor,
a fraction of the midrail voltage. Therefore, let us define
and
such that
, and
. For
simplicity, we will assume that the electrode receives positive
constant current during the first stimulation phase, and negative
constant current during the second stimulation phase. However,
the calculation has identical results even if the phase order is
reversed. Thus, during the first phase of an electrode stimula, then the
tion, if the energy stored in the midrail supply is
beenergy stored in the electrode capacitance is
during charging is
cause the average voltage across
. Finally, the energy dissipated in the resistor is
. We divide the sum of these three component energies
by to determine the amount of energy that must have been
. During the second phase, energy is recovered
taken from
from both the midrail supply and the electrode capacitor, but
some is dissipated in the electrode resistor. This remaining energy is subject to the dynamic power supply efficiency, reducing
. Referring to the net enthe amount that can be returned to
, the general form of
ergy taken from the supply as
that includes all losses is given by (15):

(13)
In both current-source stimulators and in our stimulator, if
, a peak energy
is stored on
during the transition between charging and discharging

(15)
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Fig. 15. Theoretical EF
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curves for different values of

and

.

Fig. 17. Efficiency of the dynamic power supply at DC, excluding control
power. Including control power decreases efficiency slightly. The power supply
was 3.3 V.

Fig. 16. (a) Die microphotograph. (b) Screen capture of layout with major parts
labeled.

Note that (15) is consistent with the minimum value of
predicted by (14) that analyzed
when there is no loss in
the electrode.
versus for various
Fig. 15 is a plot of the theoretical
and
according to (15). As expected, higher
values of
power supply efficiencies always lead to a lower
since
energy recycling is then very efficient such that operation with
respect to a constant current-source stimulation is highly beneficial. We see that, at 90% power supply efficiencies, a 10x
reduction in energy dissipation can result. Fig. 15 also shows
, and especially
increase, the
rises because
that as
more electrode energy is lost due to imperfect energy recycling
in the dynamic power supply. Nevertheless, for almost all prac,
, and ,
is well below 1, implying
tical values of
that our stimulator is more energy efficient than a current-source
stimulator.

Fig. 18. Load Current versus Control Voltage (jV
0V
j as in Fig. 12) is
illustrated for the (a) forward-buck mode and (b) reverse-boost mode for different resistive loads.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A single stimulator channel was fabricated in the ON SemiCMOS process. A photoconductor (formerly AMI)
graph of the die [Fig. 16(a)] and the layout of a single channel
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= 300 mV

Fig. 19. Time domain observations of a model electrode under simultaneous current and voltage control, where jV
0V
j
. For all experiments,
C
:  . The value of R is indicated by the curve color: Blue
, Green
, Red
. (a) Anodic-first electrode voltage. (b) Electrode
current corresponding to (a). (c) Cathodic-first electrode voltage. (d) Electrode current corresponding to (c).

= 93 F

(500 )

with key parts labeled [Fig. 16(b)] are provided. The stimu,
lator was constructed with external components
, and
. The values of
and
were
and
respectively. The period for the
voltage control was
, while the current control loop sampled
intervals.
the current at
A. Dynamic Power Supply Efficiency Measurements
Fig. 17 shows the raw efficiency of our dynamic power supply
DC load. This efficiency considers
when powering a
and
only the fundamental transfer of energy to and from
the load via the dynamic power supply, which effectively operates like a DC-DC converter. For these measurements, a fixed
load was supplied by a DC current source (Keithley 2400). The
output set voltage in Fig. 4 was swept over its entire range and
and the output voltage
measurements of the current from
were taken to obtain the DC-DC converter efficiency. Note that
the slow current feedback loop is effectively inactivated during
these measurements because the set voltage is fixed externally
and not allowed to vary. Although the current control loop was
effectively overridden, its quiescent current could not be turned

(1000 )

(1500 )

off. This procedure was repeated for both the forward and reverse dynamic power supply modes by exchanging the
input and
output. The output filter capacitor
was
just for these measurements in order to create
chosen to be
a well-smoothed voltage for
. The control loop, which includes all circuitry for electrode voltage and current sensing, set
and
pulse generation, and gate drive for
voltage counter,
and
, consumed about
. This control power overhead reduces the net efficiency of the converter on average by
a few percent. The bias currents for the current-sensor circuitry
are still included in this control power. As a result, these measurements represent practical configurations of the stimulator
when it is used even in full dual-loop operation.
Measurements at the extremes of the voltage span (very near
) are not shown. The dynamic power supply did
ground and
not operate well at these extremes. In practice, one should expect
to limit the output voltage range to approximately 10–90% of
the supply voltage. The transitions between duty-cycle modes in
the dynamic power supply are easily seen in Fig. 17. At the discontinuities in these curves, the converter is changing the duty
and
, which are chosen as approximate values to
cycles
suit a particular output voltage range.
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B. Current Control Characterization
As previously described, the current controller works by measuring the droop (in forward-buck mode) or rise (in reversein one conversion cycle to approximate
boost mode) on
the current. The rate of droop (or rise) is expected to be approximately invariant with load impedance, depending only on
the load current. To characterize the current controller, the dynamic power supply was tested using different purely resistive
loads. The data are shown in Fig. 18. The control voltage
was swept over a range of
about
to obtain
data for the forward and reverse modes. As Fig. 18 reveals, curwith good linearity over the enrents ranged from 0–
tire range, suitable for use in stimulation applications. Fig. 18
shows that changes in load do not significantly affect the load
current, as expected. However, at smaller resistance values, the
current loop becomes less accurate because the requirement that
may no longer be satisfied.
C. Model Electrode Drive Measurements
The stimulator was tested with several model loads consisting of a series resistor and capacitor. Two values of
were used, testing the stimulator at two different current levels.
The values of the resistor and capacitor were chosen to be
consistent with what is typically encountered with a Medtronic
DBS electrode [28], [30]. The power supply voltage was 3.3 V.
Stimuli were 2 ms in duration, with 1 ms/phase. The energy
usage of the stimulator was measured by monitoring the voltage
throughout the stimulation. Since energy recycling is
on
was “topped off” to recharge it back to
.
not perfect,
during one stimulation
The change in the voltage across
represents the stimulator’s energy usage.
Examples of stimulator waveforms for
are given in Fig. 19. In subpanels (a) and (b), the
voltage and current waveforms are shown for anodic-first
stimuli. In subpanels (c) and (d), the same stimuli were applied
capacitor in series
cathodic first. The loads consist of a
resistor. As in Fig. 18, it can be seen
with a 500, 1000 or
in Fig. 19 that variations in load impedance do not significantly
affect the load current due to regulation by the current feedback
loop, even as the load voltage is continuously changing.
are shown. In subIn Fig. 20, measured values of
panel (a),
. Since
was set con,
is always approximately .18 since
stant at
is not varied. However, different values for
were selected,
. Each value of
was obtained by aggrethus varying
gating many trials with those particular values of
,
, and
. To see if the theory would agree with the data, the mea,
, and
were input into (15) and
sured values of
a best-fit line was obtained by finding the value of that minimized the least-squared error. The values of obtained from
and 84% for
the fit were 82% for
. Both values are quite reasonable considering the measured values of the dynamic power supply efficiency under DC conditions. The theory presented in this paper
with increasing electrode
correctly predicts the rise in
to within about
using
impedance and also predicts
iman appropriate value of . At smaller resistances, the
proves because although the constant current-source stimulator

= 200 mV

Fig. 20. (a) Average EF
measurements where jV
0V
j
and theoretical prediction. (b) Average EF
measurements where
jV
0V
j
and theoretical prediction. Both (a) and (b)
corresponding to C
:  and various
are shown for a single value of
values of
corresponding to various resistor values as shown.

= 300 mV

= 93 F

continues to burn the same amount of energy regardless of the
electrode impedance, our stimulator uses less energy.
It should be noted that these measurements do not include the
energy required to run the control loop during the stimulation.
of curHowever, that penalty is small—approximately
rent from a 3.3 V supply during the stimulation. In principle,
the control loop could be turned off between stimuli, although
we did not implement this improvement.
VI. EFFICIENCY WITH ELECTRODES IN SALINE
A model electrode consisting of 2 mm stainless wire .45 mm
was tested in
in diameter having a total surface area of
.9% NaCl solution. The electrode was tested using both anodicand cathodic-first stimuli. Waveforms are shown in Fig. 21. The
from these trials ranged from .38 to
measured values of
.42, demonstrating approximately a 2.5x reduction in stimulation energy with a real electrode in saline. This improvement is
near the 3x reduction in energy expected for a typical serieselectrode from our theory.
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it can be used for driving other impedances in an energy-efficient fashion, for example, LEDs in optics-based stimulators
[31]. When used in implantable medical devices, these energy
reductions offered by our stimulator can be used to decrease
the size of implanted batteries or coils, thereby reducing device
size, increasing battery lifetime, reducing device costs, reducing
heat dissipation, and increasing the quality of life of the patients
[6]. Our stimulator may be useful in cardiac, neural, muscular,
cochlear, retinal, and other biomedical implants.
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